I ternity did not justly represent the number that it was felt that the fra-
Washington, D. C. made up of News Correspondents in the famous National Gridiron Club together. The name was copied from the organization which now knits together. The name was copied from the Institute Committee for ap-
charter to the Gridiron Members. It has been submitted to the Junior and Senior Boards of the pub-
people have spent an equal amount of their reservations in advance. There is ample time for dance in the main lobby on Registra-
the founding a local chapter. The idea of introducing a chapter into Treasury was returned for corrections, Ion the campus without the required petition was returned for corrections. Ion the campus without the required
At BUBLICATIONS
The Tech Engineering News were also an-
Churchill, Krism, to approve, and among the other guests were Dean Harold E. Lodell, and the other members of the Advisory Council on Publications. Churchill General Manager of THE TECH
The electors of positions on the governing boards of THE TECH and Tech Engineering News were also an-
Bullard, Chief Editorial Writer of Boston Herald. President Karl T. Compton also spoke, and among the other guests were Dean Harold E. Lodell, and the other members of the Advisory Council on Publications. Churchill General Manager of THE TECH
Announcement that there will be an oppor-
who have spent an equal amount of time as the members of the Boards, with a particular publication. A new constitution was drawn up and has been passed on by the Grid-
A new constitution was drawn up and has been passed on by the Grid-
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New T. E. N. Managing Board
Plans For Organization Of Local Chapter Of Sigma Xi Well Started
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short address on "Value of Or-p-aniza-
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The society boasts a total iember-
the freshman club, which the Phi Beta Kappa so-
Bullard pointed out some salient facts to be observed in American history, and showed that more attention is being directed toward American politics. Modern technologic developments have wrought vast changes in the lives of man, and Voo Doo, was held in North Hall of Walker Normal on Monday evening at seven o'clock. This banquet was the first of its kind, sponsored by the fourth publication for the purpose of bringing about a greater co-operation among the literary activities.
The guest speaker of the evening was F. Leonard Riedel, Chief Editorial Writer of the Boston Herald. President Karl T. Compton also spoke, and among the other guests were Dean Harold E. Lodell, and the other members of the Advisory Council on Publications Churchill General Manager of THE TECH
A Record of Continuous New Service for Over Fifty Years
**New T. E. N. Managing Board**
**FROSH CELEBRATE BY BONFIRE BIKING ON Tech Field**
While a bonfire crowned their cir-
Harry, frosh' lo you aant to do is to report your desiers to the office of the physical train-
Professor Prescott Suggests Early Start of Research Fraternity Here
In a statement issued by Professor Prescott, Dean of Sciences, concerning the organization of a local chapter of the national fraternity of Sigma Xi, that society is to science and engi-
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